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Wow – 20 people at our August meeting in what is traditionally the “quiet month”. A massive thanks to 
everyone who came along and I hope you enjoyed the eclectic mix of presentations over the evening. Michael 
Hibbins kicked off the meeting with a very interesting presentation on his recent visit to Bydgoszcz – I wonder 
is he trying to set a record for the number of different aircraft pilot seats he has sat in – and was followed by Part
2 of our de Havilland evening where Nigel, Andy and Steve took different approaches in their excellent photo 
selections. I also ask, is this the first time we have seen photos of model aircraft? The flying shot of a BOAC 
Comet 4 looked very convincing to me Nigel! Finally we saw some more of Tony’s impressive library of 
military hardware.

The ill fated DH108 Swallow

N 12731 DH 82A Tiger Moth at Oshkosh in 2008
(with a few of the Vintage line-up in the background for Michael H to drool over!)

Reverting briefly to July’s meeting you may recall there was some debate as to the cost of a new Cessna 172S 
with estimates being between US$100,000 and US$ 400,000. Despite some Google delving the most recent 
price list I could find was for 2012 which was $307,500, so 7 years on I think it fair to say today’s price is likely
to be higher and nearer the top estimate.



STN Happenings

Fedex have switched from A300's to 767's on the STN-CDG-DUB routes currently operated by N109FE pictured here
arriving on July 15th

Albawings have increased their services to the originally scheduled 3 flights per week with ZA-ALB (pictured below
landing on August 1st) working services in addition to ZA-AWB

A bit of a negative news was the “Which” listing of the top 10 services for flight delays in 2018 – Stansted was
Britain's worst performing airport with the top worst flight and 8 of the top 10. Full list below.

1. Stansted to Dalaman (Turkey) on Thomas Cook - 24.1 per cent of services delayed over an hour
2. Liverpool John Lennon to Milan Malpensa on Ryanair - 22.4 per cent

3. Stansted to Antalya (Turkey) on Thomas Cook - 22.2 per cent
4. Stansted to Nice on Ryanair - 21.9 per cent

5. Stansted to Leipzig (Germany) on Ryanair - 21.1 per cent
6. Bristol to Bergamo (Italy) on Ryanair - 20.4 per cent
7. Stansted to Luxembourg on Ryanair - 20.2 per cent

8. Stansted to Billund (Denmark) on Ryanair - 19.4 per cent
9. Stansted to Bari Palese (Italy) on Ryanair - 19 per cent

10. Stansted to Ibiza on easyJet 18.6 per cent

Interestingly and confusingly another report in July stated that the airline with the worst time delays for UK 
departures was Vueling yet none of their flights appear in the “Which” listing. Maybe the “Which” reporter is 
still stuck in the traffic on LTN’s approach road!



On the subject of RYR their  fifth 737-800 Max has been rolled out and carries  “737-8200” on the nose instead 
of '737 MAX' as on the first four aircraft. A sensible re-branding in my opinion and I suggest the “MAX” 
nomenclature will be dropped by every operator and, probably, Boeing itself.

Also reports indicate that Boeing is not expecting FAA approval for the MAX to re-enter service until January 
2020. Just where are they going to store them when they roll off the production line? The Freeway?

More negative news – sorry – is that Thomas Cook is reducing their presence at STN with 9 routes being closed
in the period August-November 2019 (Bodrum, Enfidha, Gran Canaria,
Lanzarote, Menorca, Palma, Reus, Rhodes, Tenerife South). Rumours are that for 2020 Thomas Cook will base 
just one SmartLynx 737 at STN to cover all their remaining routes.

However, I will try to end this section on a positive note and there are reports that IndiGo has been given slots 
for STN-DEL and Wizz have also been given slots for a return to STN operations.  This position could have 
changed after 15th July deadline for airlines to confirm their slot requests and their decisions coming after my 
departure for the US. In 2018 it was widely reported that IndiGo would be routing their A321LR’s DEL-IST-
LGW effective 28 October 2018 and that didn’t happen so, maybe, it will be STN this time. I add here that this 
paragraph was written in early July so maybe you are aware of what is actually happening. Please let me know.



More good news – in my opinion anyway – was the statement on 17th July by Jet2 that the 25 yr old woman whose 
“disruptive behaviour” (actually trying to open a door in mid flight) had forced one of their planes to be escorted by 
RAF Typhoons into STN on 22nd June has not only has been given a lifetime ban with Jet2 but she has also been 
served with a bill for £85,000. Brilliant and I hope other airlines follow suit when passengers behave in a way that 
necessitates an unnecessary non-medical diversion.

So a few photos all taken by Andy Goldsmith on 6th July at the Aerozone Open Day

Thanks as always to Andy for allowing me to use his copyright photos

G-JMCK Boeing 737-4D7(F) of West Atlantic



M-RISE Boeing 757-23N

A7-MBN Sikorsky S-92A

D-BUBI Challenger 300



D-CJMK Cessna 560

And thanks to Michael Jones for these two pics taken on 14th July

A9C-HMH Boeing 767-4FS of the Bahrain Royal Flight

A6-EQL Boeing 777-31HER of Emirates



Plus 4X-AGH A321LR of Arkia on the 15th July

Sorry at the relative brevity of narrative this month but before I close I wonder if you, like myself, ever wished 
you lived just that bit closer to STN or LTN or Mildenhall or Stapleford.  This picture taken by Andy Goldsmith
near LHR makes me rather glad I don’t! As an aside, I can’t recall any woman, pure in body or otherwise, 
expressing these words to me in the morning!

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

An American Airlines B757 departed JFK and after it reached FL 320 the captain made the usual announcement
over the intercom, "Ladies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking. Welcome to Flight Number 293, 
nonstop from New York to Los Angeles. The weather ahead is good and, therefore, we should have a smooth 
and uneventful flight. Now sit back and relax ... OH, MY GOD!"

The passenger cabins instantly became silent. After less than a minute – but it seemed much longer - the captain
came back on the intercom and said, "Ladies and Gentlemen, I am so sorry if I scared you earlier. While I was 
speaking, the flight attendant brought me a cup of coffee and spilled the hot coffee in my lap. You should see 
the front of my pants!"

A passenger in Y class yelled out "That's bl**dy nothing. You should see the back of mine!"
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